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ARTdeskscreen 90 mm |  Acoustic desk partition 
Class A

Personalised design
Our acoustic desk partition can be covered with any fabric. You have the 
choice between both smooth and textured fabrics, as well as between vari-
ous colours. Would you prefer an acoustic desk screen with a photo print? We 
would be happy to print a motif of your choice on our specially recycled cover 
fabric made from PET bottles. Since we work with sublimation printing pro-
cesses, the colours are printed into the fabric fibre itself so that the reprodu-
ced image is razor sharp. You can choose from motifs from our image data-
base, works by a specific artist, your own photo, or your own digital image file. 
In short, the design options are unlimited. 

Sustainable solution
Incatro wants to contribute to a world with a better quality of life. That’s why 
we respect the environment and place special emphasis on the sustainability 
of our acoustic panels. This way, we can guarantee the long-term quality and 
acoustic properties of our products. Our photo prints and single-colour 
fabrics are easily replaceable, which means you can enjoy your acoustic pro-
duct for even longer. Since our products are free of harmful substances, they 
can be disposed of as normal waste. If you so desire, Incatro will also take 
back your product free of charge. 

Since 2018, Incatro has been certified by the Dutch TÜV with the NEN-EN- ISO 
14001:2015 certificate (International environmental management standard). 

Acoustic desk partition - class A
The ARTdeskscreen (90 mm) is a single, double-sided sound-absor-
bing panel that can be placed between desks to reduce noise levels 
and improve speech privacy. It is therefore particularly suitable for 
open-plan offices where many people talk or make phone calls. The 
effect of the 90 mm acoustic desk partition placed between two desks 
is comparable to tripling the distance to the sound source without an 
absorption screen.

Custom-made
The acoustic partitions are custom-made according to your size and 
height requirements. As standard, the walls are delivered with square 
corners. Rounded corners are available at an extra charge. Our 
ARTdeskscreens are flexible to use and can be easily moved or 
removed from the room. They can be placed on T-shaped feet between 
desks or attached to the desk using desk clamps. ARTdeskscreens can 
also be used very well in combination with ARTscreens, our acoustic 
partitions. 
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Acoustic padding

Sound stopper

Aluminium profile 90 mm

Technical specifications
Acoustic performance : NRC 0,90 per side /
     Alpha W = 0,95

     Sound reduction of 6-10 dB, 
     depending on the height of the 
     partition and the room.

Fire rating  : filling A1, cover fabric B 
     (B - s1 - d1)

Weight   : 15 kg/m2

Edge trim  : aluminium profile (90 mm thick) 
     with a visible edge of 1.8 mm at
     the front.
     The aluminium profile is availa
     ble in the colours white RAL 
     9010 and 9016, anthracite-black
     RAL 7021 and aluminium-grey 
     RAL 9006. The profile can also 
     be covered with fabric on 
     request. 

Corner version  : the acoustic screen is deli-
     vered with square corners as 
     standard. Rounded corners 
     (R20) are available at an extra 
     charge   
    
Design of the front :
Fabrics   : broad selection of modern 
     single-colour fabrics, both 
     smooth and textured (fabric 
     samples are available on 
     request). 
Prints   : very high-quality digital prints
     (sublimation printing)

Installation  : T-shaped feet (60 cm), table 
     clamps or table foot
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